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KDUR, Volunteer-Powered Community Radio, creates a bridge 

between Fort Lewis College and La Plata County, offering diverse 

music, alternative news, and local public affairs programming. 

KDUR provides educational and training opportunities in a 

professional setting for Fort Lewis College students and 

community members. 

 

 Two public service announcements run each hour, between 6 

A.M. and midnight. Standard PSA categories include: education, 

arts and entertainments, campus events, and sports and 

recreation. Educational PSA announcements include Career Day and 

local workshops. Campus event PSA announcements include 

community art exhibits, poetry readings, music performances and 

craft workshops. Sport and recreation PSA announcements include 

intramural information, local team information, outdoor 

workshops, avalanche information, and game times.  

 

 KDUR broadcasts weather during morning (6:30 & 7:30 A.M.) 

and evening 4:30 & 5:30 P.M. on-air shifts.  

 

 KDUR offers traditional and not-traditional public affairs 

and news programming. Each weekday morning we feature the BBC 

World News service followed by a half-hour of local or 

nationally produced specialty news programming. We also offer a 

student-produced news package during Fort Lewis College academic 

school year. 

 

 The following pages contain a list of all the public 

affairs programming along with the day, length and time that 

each is aired.  

 Questions concerning station programming can be directed to 

Station Manager, Bryant Liggett or Program Director, Jon Lynch. 

 

 

Music Programming 

 

KDUR’s musical format reflects the demographics of the college 

and community. It’s a melting pot of different backgrounds and 

cultures, and is often referred to as “eclectic.” Both student 

and community D.J.’s each have a weekly 3-hour on-air shirt, 

with two hour shifts after 6 P.M. Daily from 6 P.M. to 8 P.M., 

features specialty music ranging from classical, reggae, blues, 

international, Afro Cuban, jazz, folk/bluegrass. From 8 P.M. to 



6 A.M., we play college alternative music. All music shows are 

produced live at KDUR.  

The following is a list of our music feature programs, 

highlighting new music.  

 

COFFEE BREAK: M-F 10 A.M.  

30 mins 

Uninterrupted program 

featuring new music 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- Grrrl Gang, Rude 

Awakening, Spunky Records 

11.01.23- Pip Blom, Bobbie, 

Heavenly Records 

12.04.23- Portishead,ROSELAND 

NYC LIVE, Go! Beat 

 

The Music Lesson 

Fri 5:30-6pm 

 

KDUR Program Director informs 

you about musicians 

contributing to the local as 

well as national scene with 

live interviews, 

performances, and recordings. 

EXAMPLES 

10.06.23- Interview with Haro 

in the Dark/ 

11.03.23- Local rock band 

Majik Ham 

12.01.23- bluegrass band 

Woodbelly. 

 

  

  

  

 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING: 

Current program schedule with descriptions 

 

 



BBC HEADLINE NEWS 

5 minutes 

Daily 6 A.M. 

M-FRI 5 P.M. 

Sat- Noon 

A five (5) minute news cast that 

highlights current national and  

International events. 

EXAMPLES 

10.03.23- Democrats and a government 

shutdown. 

11.10.23- Fighting near a Gaza 

hospital. 

12.04.23- US seeing more targeted 

requests in Gaza for civilian 

protection. Protecting Israeli women 

from sexual assault. 

BBC WORLD NEWS HOUR  

M/F 8:00-9:00 A.M. 

   

 

An hour of international news 

produced by the British Broadcasting  

Corporation. 

EXAMPLES 

10.04.23- fentanyl production, 

African American actors, government 

shutdown. 

11.01.23- Medical evacuations from 

Gaza Strip, Longer Movies and breaks, 

Climate Change and farming 

12.05.23- Nigerian President on drone 

strikes, gang violence in Sweden. 

  

Astrology Report 

2 minutes 

Mon-Sun 745am, 445pm 

Living Astrology decodes for 

listeners daily interactions with the 

solar system using natural, 4-

thousand year-old zodiac 

EXAMPLES 

10.07.23- the moon is in cancer 

causing some to wander aimlessly. 

11.01.23- Luna is in Cancer, today is 

a day of emotional alphabet soup 

12.09.23- If you are born with the 

Luna Aspect you are loved! 

 

GOOD DIRT RADIO 

5 minutes 

Tue/Thu 7am 

A look at people taking 

action on environmental challenges 

that effect us all, focusing on 

positive sustainable ideas that can 

take root in the community to 

to create safe solutions to protect 

our future.  

OCTOBER 2023- Resource Efficiency in 

America  



NOVEMBER 2023- Combatting excessive 

consumerism. 

DECEMBER 2023- The hidden cost and 

waste of American party habits. 

 

Momentum 

2 minutes 

Mon-Fri 7:30am and 

4pm 

The city of Durango’s Multi Modal 

Coordinator offers traffic safety 

advice and biking tips 

10.02.23- Fall travelers peeping at 

leaves- traffic in the high country. 

11.01.23- Winter weather approaching! 

12.04.23-Bow to the plow, the 

Colorado snow plow law. 

 

CAPITOL 

COVERAGE/LOCAL NEWS 

REPORT 

3 minutes 

M-F 5:06 P.M. 

Rocky Mountain Community Radio’s 

reports from Denver, covering the 

state legislature session. 

EXAMPLES 

10.03.23- Findings at the FLC 

Boarding School,Wildfire update, 

Kaiser strike.  

11.01.23- Reports on Colorado’s 

PROPOSITION HH, Congressman Joe 

Neguse, and what will be discussed 

during the 2024 legislative session 

12.04.23- Safety in building new 

houses with regard to fire, 

Israel/Palestine conference in 

Denver, Boarding School Story from 

Hesperus CO part 2. 

 

Page One 

Fridays 11:45am,  

Sundays 11:30 am 

2 Mins 

Staff at the Durango Public Library 

read the first page from new novels 

from the library. 

10.06.23- Page one of The Country of 

the Blind by Andrew Leland 

11.03.23- Page One of The Ruin of All 

Witches by Malcom Gaskill 

12.08.23- Page one of Welcome to Your 

World by Sarah Williams Goldhagen 

 

DEMOCRACY NOW!   

M-F 12-1 P.M. 

A news show exploring A news show 

exploring the state of democracy in 

America. Hosted by some of this 

country’s leading progressive  



Journalists, and brought to you by 

Pacifica Radio. 

EXAMPLES 

10.04.23- Chaos in congress, Haitian 

denounce UN vote. 

11.01.23- Israel’s largest refugee 

camp, 26th day of war between Israel 

and Palestine 

12.05.23- War and military spending 

accelerate climate chaos, 2,500 

fossil fuel lobbyists at COP28 and 

other news. 

 

Left, Right & Center 

M 5:06-6PM 

Provocative, up-to-the-minute, alive 

and witty, KCRW's weekly 

confrontation over politics, policy 

and popular culture proves those with 

impeccable credentials needn't lack 

personality. This weekly "love-hate 

relationship of the air" features 

four of the most insightful news 

analysts anywhere. 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- is the Republican Party 

still the party of Ronald Reagan? 

Autoplants strike. 

11.10.23- voting results, democratic 

leadings, impasse of immigration in 

congress, and how it determines the 

immigration numbers in Alaska. 

12.4.23- Pause of attacks in Gaza 

along with U.S involvement in it and 

Biden’s leadership. Henry Kissinger’s 

Death. 

 

HIGHTOWER RADIO 

3 minutes 

M-F 9:30 A.M. and  

1 P.M. 

Two minutes of sharp commentary by 

Jim Hightower, progressive populist 

commentator from Austin, Texas. 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- Bribery amongst government 

officials. 

11.02.23- Vermont is the greenest 

state in the US. 

12.04.23- Airline hidden fees. 

 



Climate Connections 

2 minutes 

M-F 7:30 am, 3 P.M. 

6 p.m. 

  

A ‘solutions’ based approach to 

climate change and its impacts, with 

a focus on actions being taken by 

individuals and entities to help 

reduce associated risks. 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- University of Montana 

students sue, and win against the 

state for not providing the right to 

a clean environment. 

11.02.23- late frost and flooding 

hurts Apple crop. 

12.04.23- Electric cars for drivers 

ed courses in Illinois. 

 

CONCERT CALENDAR

 2 mins    

M-SAT 11 A.M.,  

4 P.M., 7:00 P.M. 

    

Upcoming live music events in the 

Durango community. 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- Listings for the week of 

October 2nd, 2023. 

11.01.23- Listings for the week of 

October 30. 

12.04.23- Holiday concerts. 

      

Centrovision 

Saturdays, 5:50-6 

p.m. 

A short module produced by El Centro 

de Muchos Colores, the Fort Lewis 

College Hispanic Center. 

10.07.23- a look at events hosted by 

El Centro through the week, news from 

Haiti, featured Latino bands. 

11.04.23- Tired FLC Students, news 

from Latin American 

12.02.23- News from Central American, 

including Greenpeace activists 

protest a ship that would disrupt 

ecosystems. 

FOUR CORNERS ARTS 

FORUM     

M 9-9:30   

  

 

Interviews and information about the  

arts and entertainers from the 

Durango area. 

EXAMPLES 

10.02.23- Director and actors in a 

Merely Players production. 

11.06.23- Discussion of international 

cuisine with Chef Safari from Durango 

12.04.23- Local tattoo artist Tom 

Kipp discusses his tattoo journey.  



OFF THE RIM/RIM 

SHOTS    

TUE 9-9:30 A.M. 

A program bringing you a glimpse of 

life in the Four Corners through 30 

minute interviews. 

EXAMPLES 

10.03.23- Organizers of Fort Lewis 

College homecoming. 

11.07.23- Sarah Flower with La Plata 

Clerk and Recorder Tiffany Lee, 

talking about election day 

12.05.23- Stephanie Webb from San 

Juan Mountain Association. 

COUNTERSPIN 

W 9-9:30 A.M. 

A weekly news program’s that’s main 

focus is reporting on the 

inaccuracies in mainstream media. 

EXAMPLES 

10.04.23- Federal indictment of 

Robert Menendez 

11.01.23- Critique of advertising in 

America. 

12.01.23- debate of abortion and how 

news outlets choose to word their 

stories about it.  

 

Be Local Radio 

THU 9 – 9:30 AM 

*Program on a break 

for the month of 

October 

The Be Local organization of Durango 

hosts a show featuring Durango Locals 

and what they do. 

EXAMPLES 

 Program on a break for the month of 

October, November, December 2024. 

RMCR ROUNDUP 

THU 9-930 AM 

*Aired as a 

substitute for Be 

Local Radio 

A collection of weekly news stories 

from member stations of Rocky 

Mountain Community Radio 

10.05.23- Family members of a body 

brokers scam, Utah bookstore targeted 

with bomb threats over drag queen 

stories.  

11.02.23- Censorship in Colorado 

libraries, Water Hauling in Pagosa 

Springs. 

12.07.23- Discussion of the book 

KILLDOZER and growth in Colorado, 

stories on teen birdwatchers in 

Boulder County and surrounding areas. 

The Colorado Howl 

Thu 2pm 

3 mins 

Information on the reintroduction of 

Wolves into Colorado. 

October 2023-More controversy on the 

reintroduction of Wolves in CO. 



November 2023- Proposition 114 states 

Parks and Wildlife Dept of Colorado 

should have wolves back in nature by 

December 2023, but there is pushback 

by people that don’t want predators. 

ALTERNATIVE RADIO 

Tuesday 5:30-6:30 

P.M. 

 

Progressive interviews, alternative  

Interpretations of history, and a new 

slant on current events. Hosted  

By, David Barsamian. 

EXAMPLES 

10.03.23- Naomi Klein on conspiracy 

theories 

11.14.23- Norman Finkelstein talking 

the history of Gaza and David 

Barsamian taking about the events of 

Gaza.  

12.05.23- Celebrating the birthday of 

Noam Chomsky  

ENCOUNTERS 

Wed 5:30-6 P.M. 

 

 

ENCOUNTERS radio program focusing on 

nature and the environment in Alaska. 

EXAMPLES 

10.11.23- News from Alaska coastline! 

11.15.23- Richard Nelson describing 

the Alaska wilderness. 

12.13.23- Bear population in parts of 

Eastern Alaska 

This Way Out 

TH 5:30-6 P.M.  

Pacifica’s weekly news magazine on 

issues affecting the gay and lesbian 

community.  

EXAMPLES 

10.05.23-Uganda anti-gay laws spark 

rebellion. 

11.02.23- Queer seniors, Nigerian gay 

wedding raid. 

12.07.23- Thai Prime Minister 

approves draft law on marriage 

equality. A father protects his trans 

Daughter.  

 

Latino U.S.A. 

SAT 5:00-6 P.M. 

News issues and public affairs 

affecting the Mexican and Latino  

Communities in America 

EXAMPLES 

10.07.23- having a loved on in 

prison. 

11.09.23- Gustavo Dudamel talks about 

his music. 



12.01.23- “The Archivists” people and 

a place devoted to preserving items 

of Latino heritage.  

 

Le Show with Harry 

Shearer 

Sun Noon-1pm 

A stew of talk, music, political 

commentary, readings of inadvertently 

funny public documents or trade 

magazines, scripted skits 

EXAMPLES 

10.08.23- Swiss glaciers shrinking, 

News of the atom. 

11.12.23- DOE plans on creating a 

“fish vacuum” for fish getting stuck 

in dams, to help them be transported 

downstream. 

12.10.23- Medicare enrolment time. 

40th anniversary of Le Show. Ken 

Hughes talks about the  Whitehouse 

tapes. 

THIS AMERICAN LIFE 

SUN 5:00-6:00 P.M. 

A look at average American lifestyles 

in non-average way. Everything from 

the lives of ranch hands to  

how to spend your vacation. 

EXAMPLES 

10.01.23- Stories about “Camille and 

Foxy” 

11.10.23- “parents are people”, 

discussion about the understanding of 

adolescent’s knowledge of knowing 

their parents are not perfect. 

12.01.23- struggles in Gaza about 

getting humanitarian aid to shelters 

and the living conditions civilians 

must face.    

EXTRA PROGRAMS 

 

 

 

 

10.04.23- RISE, 5-530 p.m. Live from 

Myanmar 

11.01.23- RISE, 5-530PM. Gust 

Julianne Cazinska from Zambia 

discussing global poverty. 

12.06.23- RISE, 5-530PM. Shanta 

discusses collaboration with the 

African Education Program. 

11.22.23- The Dirt and Dust, “A Bar 

in Chama.” 5:05 p.m. This program 

explores stries of the people of 

Southern Colorado and Northern New 

Mexico. 20 minutes.  



  

  

  

  

  

  

 


